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What was the Most Effective Caliber Rifle Used on the Buffalo Hunts
By Rick Hamilton
Leo Remiger, in recent correspondence, posed several questions to me.
One was which caliber I thought was the most efficient on buffalo, based on my
experiences. He also commented that it would make a good article. My answer
to that particular question did not take long. Before I can name that magical
caliber however, I need to give you my thoughts and reasoning’s for my choice.
First a little background, if you are a frequent reader of TASS you have
probably read some of my stories on buffalo hunting and may be aware that I
raised and outfitted buffalo hunts for 15 years on our Sandhills Ranch. When I
retired due to health reasons in 2016 we had hosted buffalo hunters from 48 different states. Suffice it to say I
have seen more buffalo taken down with BPCR rifles than most people.
Our hunters hailed from all walks of life including world class military and civilian shooters, people that
made a living shooting and teaching shooting. The biggest percentage of rifles used during that time were
BPCR, with the larger part of that being Sharps rifles. Various calibers from .40/70 to the .50’s and even some
originals were used, covering most of the gamut available to the buffalo hunters in the 1870’s.
After the hunt we would spend a day or two just shooting at my Quigley replica targets. I have been
fortunate to shoot almost every original caliber of Sharps rifle made during those times. Our herd never saw the
inside of a corral, and was stalked on foot to make a one-shot “stand.” As our herd of buffalo was hunted rather
regularly they could become very wary at the end of the season and thus would react similarly to the northern
herds back in the late 1870’s.
I personally have taken buffalo with calibers; .22, .40/65 (I know it was not an original Sharps caliber)
using paper patch bullets, several different .45/70 Sharps, several different .45/110 Sharps Paper Patch, a .270,
.45/70 Marlin, .50 cal. Hawken (round ball), and a .45/90 Sharps. These were either for meat or were ‘jumpers’
gone walkabout. The .22 was all I had along the one time, but one shot in the head at about 70 yards brought the
walkabout down. Now all these buffalo were taken with one shot except one, and all while using open barrel
sights, with calibers ranging from small to large.
Normally I would haul the critters to the processor and stay and watch the processing to learn where the
shot had impacted and then see what the wound channel looked like. Also to recover any bullets possible.
So let us now begin with the actual data analysis and comparisons of various calibers to see if we can
come up with a consensus of the most efficient buffalo rifle caliber.
You hear a lot about knock-down power; should that be the overriding consideration when choosing the
most efficient caliber? What is the actual definition of knock-down power, does it mean the buffalo is knocked
over on his side and instantly asleep for the count?
The only time I would see knock-down dead shots on buffalo was from what a friend calls the CNS or
central nervous system shots, a brain or spine. And this is regardless of caliber, and I emphasize that. I have
seen two shots from a .416 Rigby seemingly not faze a 1 ½ yr. old buffalo bull shot in the lungs at 100 yards.
There was no flinch by the animal, and the shooter stood shaking his head in disbelief, thinking that he had
missed both shots. This was an experienced African hunter who had taken several Cape buffalo with the same
gun and loads.
On the other end of the spectrum let’s go back to my knock-down dead shot with the .22 on a mature
cow. So is the .22 a better caliber for knock-down power, than a .416 Rigby? We’d all say certainly not! We
obviously need to factor in other data such as shot placement, anatomical study, penetration, the distance to
target, and bullet alloys (for penetration and expansion), in our analysis of the most effective caliber selection.
A knock-down shot can topple an animal and not deliver a lethal hit. I have seen a mature bull hit in the
thoracic vertebrae (hump bone) with a .45/110 drop like a rock and stay there for about 5 minutes, then
suddenly jump to his feet and take off unfazed! I have also seen a large bull hit exactly between the eyes with a
Browning Hi-Wall in .45/70 with a 500 grain bullet drop down on all fours appearing dead to the world. It was
several minutes later when he jumped up and came at us. The shot was below the brain, so therefore anatomical
study and shot placement can trump knockdown power.

Bob Watts’ .50-140 recovered bullet compared to unfired one

Bob Watts is a good friend and
hunted with me twice. On one
occasion he opted to bring his .50/140
Sharps using 500 grain paper patch
bullets, which is a very good shooter.
Now a .50/140 packs a punch on both
ends! I did get to shoot it a few times
after the hunt, so I speak from
experience!
Bob was after a mature cow
and after a long, cold wait on the crest
of a valley where we had crawled, we
finally got a shot. The animal was
quartered away slightly to the left and
facing away. Bob made a great shot
with the bullet entering behind the last
rib, angled through the heart, and
stopped against the hide on the far
side. The only reaction from the cow
was a slight flinch and lifting of the
opposite front leg. The penetration of
the .50 was excellent at almost ¾ of
the length of the cow, which only went

a few yards before going down.
My good friend “Wild Bill” has also
hunted with me a few times. He actually got me
started using Sharps rifles some years back and
made the guns that were used by both Charlton
Heston and his female co-star in the movie
“Mountain Men”.
Take a look at this short youtube .
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8ZaeOCNJdY

At that time Bill was using a Cody
Ballard Highwall in .40/65 caliber with a 350
grain paper patch bullet. We were perched on
the same crest of the same valley, as in the
previously described hunt. Bill was after a
mature cow as well. The only shot presented in

Wild Bill taking aim with his 40-90 BN sharps

the bunched herd was exactly the same as Bob Watts shot. The
angle, reaction of the cow, and distance were all the same with
the only difference being quartered away slightly the other
direction. Bill’s shot was also very good, entering behind the
last rib, angling through the heart, and stopping against the hide
on the front of the right shoulder. Excellent penetration again of
almost ¾ length of a mature cow, from a 350 grain paper patch
bullet.
Wild Bill's recovered 350 gr pp bullet.

Now we did recover the bullets from both cows, and the autopsies at the processor revealed identical
bullet paths. Here we have a 350 grain bullet from a .40/65 and a 500 grain bullet from a .50/140 with virtually
identical penetration on similar size animals.
I had two hunters here who had full length frontal pass through shots, both were at 100 yards. One was a
Navy Commander (Ret.) who had never shot a Sharps rifle before.
I let him use my loaner, a .45/70 Sharps with some of my loads
using the 500 grain government style bullets. He had shot well in
practice, so I let him take the frontal shot and advised him where to
put the sight. His aim was true and the young bull went down on
all fours.
Another good friend named Boyd who was a frequent
hunter and a retired Special Forces guy brought his original
trapdoor after hunting with his .270 for several years. Again we
had a frontal shot on a young bull and the bullet penetrated the full
length of the buffalo just like in the aforementioned hunt. He was
very impressed with the performance.
The late Bill Bagwell was a friend of mine and we had
many a long phone conversation regarding calibers and
penetration. Bill had hunted Africa with a Sharps and he theorized
that the .45/70 may give as much penetration as any Sharps caliber.
Bill ran some penetration tests with various bullets and the .45/70
always did well.
We have not talked about calibers with higher velocities
such as a .40/90 BN or the .45/110’s. What advantages do we gain
Boyd's buffalo taken with the old trapdoor 45/70 from more speed? Do we get increased penetration? The .45/110
caliber came out and was popular towards the end of the buffalo hunting on the northern herds. The increased
velocity gave the bullets a little flatter trajectory and allowed for longer shots. The down side in efficiency was
higher cost for the increased powder volume and also increased
recoil.
I have shot several buffalo with .45/110’s. One was a
large cow and I was using a 550 grain KAL TGBS paper patch
bullet in soft alloy. At 120 yards I shot for the heart, there was
no perceivable flinch and I thought I had missed. I shot again,
and as before no flinch but the cow took two steps and went
down. Both bullets had penetrated through a rib, through the
heart, and stopped at the opposite side against the hide. Both
bullets were only about 2 inches apart, as the processor told me
when he recovered them.
There are old accounts of the buffalo hunters in the
1870’s using soft alloy or even pure lead so they could recover
the lead in the animals they killed. I shot a large herd bull with
the same .45/110 and bullet at 100 yards and it was a complete
Recovered 550 grain paper patch bullets
pass through. In my experience it is rare to recover cast lead bullets on broadside shots on buffalo regardless if
soft or hard alloy bullets are used.
The first buffalo I ever shot with a Sharps rifle was while using a .45/90 at 120 yards. That was with a
500 grain government style bullet, not sure of the alloy. The broadside shot entered, broke a rib, went through
the heart, and then lodged against the hide on the far side. That one made me scratch my head a little.
Another advantage of higher velocity is you don’t need to lead a moving animal as much. You will be
surprised at the lead time required while shooting at a buffalo walking rather fast at about 130 yards using a
Sharps rifle. I have seen archers and Sharps users shoot too far back in those situations. Whether that factored
into the buffalo hunters choice of caliber effectiveness is conjecture.

Wild Bill used his .40/90 BN with a 350 grain
paper patch bullet on another hunt here, and it was a
knocked-down-dead in the spine pass through at around
120 yards. That .40/90 gets to a target about as quick as
any caliber Sharps caliber that I have shot. There are
some schools of thought that the bottle necks are a little
more persnickety to load both now and then.
Do the larger calibers make bigger wound
channels than smaller calibers? Not much of an
appreciable difference in all the entrance and exit wounds
I have looked at, from .40-65’s to .50-90’s. A .45-70, 201 alloy bullet will mushroom nicely when hitting wet
sand, but not in buffalo. Softer alloys really do not
mushroom in buffalo either from what I have seen. Too
Wild Bill's 40/90 sharps bottleneck
many people try to compare cast lead bullets to jacketed
bullet performance and they really don’t compare from my years of studying them.
I have purposely stayed away from delving deeper into the bullet performance in this article, as that is
another whole ballgame and another story for another day.
I can say with certainty that the solid lead cast bullets in Sharps rifles, will kill a buffalo as efficiently, if
not more so, than the large African calibers. We had a number of African hunters who hunted with us, many
who used the large African doubles. Three of our hunters who had taken Cape buffalo several times said they
thought our buffalo took more to bring down, which I found interesting. All of our hunters were amazed at the
tremendous amount of punishment a buffalo could take.
One of my theories is that the thick hides, matted hair, especially in the winter, can make some bullets
expand too quickly. I saw it happen on an African hunter using a .300 Weatherby Magnum and Nosler Partition
bullets. Not enough penetration after a couple shots and we had to trail it quite a ways. His friend shooting a
Sharps had no problem dispatching his animal.
So after reading this, it may become clear that
choosing the most effective caliber is not an easy task? Thus
my thoughts on why it did not take me long to tell Leo there is
not one caliber that I could consider more effective than any
of the others, based on my experience. I can say, and this is
what I told every buffalo hunter here, that where you shoot
them is much more important than what you shoot them with.
It held true in the 1870’s and still does today.
After having said all that, I will say that my favorite
buffalo gun would be a .45/110, with a 34 inch heavy barrel to
counteract some of the recoil. This rifle would be intended to
shoot from sticks. It would have a gentle leade of the rifling in
the chamber to help accommodate the 550 grain Kal TGBS
paper patch bullets. And of course it would have some nice
wood. It would also have to be accurate. It may look like this
C. Sharps Arms example seen at the left!
This was Dick Savage’s first Sharps, named the James
Henry after his father. I got it from him some years back,
after he had taken a buffalo with it. I also took a buff with it,
and then it went back to Dick who is now racking up the
competition wins with it! This would definitely classify as a
favorite gun by many for buffalo hunting then and now, and it
may even qualify as the most effective caliber to some!

BIG BULLS, CROSS-STICKS AND PESKY SQUIRRELS
Article by Ashley Ritter Photos by Meghan Melena

Most readers have had the luxury of
waking up each day to electricity, running water
and grocery stores. On this beautiful July
morning in Washington State we woke up to all
those things. Instead of spending the day in the
present, ten shooters started their day with an Old
West Style .22 single shot match. No fancy
scopes or custom rifle rests, just cross-sticks and
hope.
Allen Cunniff beat last year’s first-place finisher
using a Hopkins & Allen .22 made by C. Sharps
Arms, scoring 309 with 8X’s and he has a perfect
50-yard target. A close second was Curt
Lokovsek with an original Remington #4 rolling
block in .22, he also had 8X’s but with a score of
260. In third place was our reigning champion
from last year, Bob DeLisle shooting his Stevens
.22 Crackshot and coming in just 7 points shy
Standing: Curt Lokovsek, Ashley & Doc, & Loco Jeff Ritter, Dan Isom,
of 2nd place.
R. Birmingham, kneeling: Allen Cunniff, Bob DeLisle, Nesbitt, and Wes Davis
The 50-yard big bull target was shot at
10 times over cross-sticks. We mixed it up
with the 50-yard turkey target, shooting 5
shots over cross-sticks and another 5 shots off
hand. All of the 25 yard targets were shot at 5
times off hand. I think it is safe to say that the
pesky squirrel target really threw a bunch of
us for a loop and squirrels are relatively safe
in this area.
Fetchin’ their targets
This match is always near and dear to
me since I get to shoot with my husband,
Doc Ritter, and my father-in- law, Loco Jeff.
Perhaps it is time to get the little Ritters out
shooting in their cowboy hats!

The range is “hot!”
PLACE NAME

Ralph on X-sticks

“Doc,” Ashley, and Loco Jeff, a family portrait

50 YD BIG
BULL

50 YD TURKEY 25 YD BULL 25 YD CAN

25 YD SQUIRREL TOTAL

1

Allen Cunniff

100-3x

87

42

50-5x

30

309-8x

2

Curt Lokovsek

99-5x

65

37

48-3x

11

260-8x

3

Bob Delisle

94-3x

60

43

47

9

253-3x

4

Mike Nesbit

93

64

45

38

10

250

5
6

Doc Ritter
Ashley Ritter

98-x
90

67
76

30
20

30
19

11
0

236-x
205

7

Scott Isom

83

44

26

20-2x

0

173-2x

8

Loco Jeff Ritter

99-x

54

-

-

-

153-x

9

Ralph Burmingham

75

6

12

19

4

116

10

Wes Davis

0

8

33

19

2

62

Tallying the scores

OLD WEST CENTERFIRES
By Jerry Mayo
Like we’ve done before, in our Fall edition to TASS we’ll report on
two of the Old West Centerfire Matches of the Black River Buffalo Runners.
The first of these two matches was shot in August which was still in the very
hot weather even though a little rain did fall.
And we had the honor and pleasure of seeing Bob Gietz again. He was
“feeling his oats” enough to come back to watch. Well, we wouldn’t let him
watch. He was immediately named the range master and RSO again.
We had eleven shooters with their buffalo guns. Our format remained
unchanged. The aggregate portion of the match consisted of ten shots at 100 yards at a single bullseye target and ten more
at 200 yards at military target. Fortunately our range easily handles this number of shooters in a single relay. For this
event our shooters fired from the setting position with cross-sticks. Some may prefer a different, possibly more stable
shooting position but the sitting position while using cross-sticks most closely represents the shooting position use by the
buffalo hunters of the past, at least that’s our guess.
Scores were competitive in August. Of the eleven shooters, there was not a score below 150 out of a possible 200
and there were 31 X’s posted. The top shooter was Curt Lokovsek. Curt posted a 191-3X with his .45/90 Hepburn. Well
done Curt! Coming in second with a score of 184-5X was Allen Cunniff. Allen is no stranger to high scores and he was
the top scorer at 200 yards with a 98-4X. Again, well done. Third place was Mike Nesbitt shooting “Hefty Hannah,” his
15+ pound .44/77 by C. Sharps Arms with a score of 179-2X . In fourth was Ken Kurfurst with his .45/90 Rolling Block.
Ken posted a 178-6X and had the high score at 100 yards with 93-3X. Rounding out the top five was Bob DeLisle,
scoring 174-5X. Bob’s score was slightly marred by a faulty sight adjustment, or a faulty sight adjuster. All were very
good scores.
Ashley Ritter shot with us and came in sixth with a 172-3X
while shooting a ’74 Sharps in .40/65. Ashley had the same score as
Loco Jeff but won the tie breaker by having the higher score on the
longer distance. Of course, Ashley was shooting one of Loco Jeff’s
rifles. Loco Jeff Ritter’s score with his .45/90 ’74 with the #1 ½ Heavy
barrel totaled 172-3X putting him in seventh place. Wes Davis scored a
172-X for eighth place. Wes was shooting with his .45/70 Model 1874
by C. Sharps Arms and he also showed us his new .45/90 with a No. 2
Heavy barrel and which has some of the nicest pieces of wood you’ll
ever see. Several of us stopped by the C. Sharps Arms shop in Big
Timber Montana on our way back from the Quigley match this past June.
We were able to “ooo and ahh” over Wes’s rifle’s stock at that time and
the final result is certainly no disappointment. That’s a very beautiful
rifle from C. Sharps Arms and we’ll be seeing a lot more of it.
Phil Wiebe posted a 167-X for ninth place. Tom Witt was
shooting his recently acquired Pedersoli Sharps in .45/70 and scored 161
for tenth place and I brought up the rear with a 151-2X while shooting
my rolling block in .50/70.
I want to mention a new shooter, Cameron Ritter (Doc &
Ashley’s daughter) had only fired one long gun prior to this match and
that was a BB gun. She was given the opportunity to throw a few rounds Ashley with a “Trapper’s Model” in .45 Colt
down range with a .45 Colt in a Model ‘92 Winchester copy. She said it was a lot of fun but it kicks just a little (as she
patted her shoulder). From the smile on her face it seems we may see Cameron on the firing line again.
The Ritters are a shooting family, for sure, and you might have already seen Ashley’s short article on our Old
Style .22 Match that she participated in. We hope to have more family oriented events and the Old Style .22 Match is
already on the calendar for next July. That’s too much fun to miss…

Standing; Loco Jeff Ritter, Allen Cunniff, Tom Witt, Ken Kurfurst, Jerry Mayo, Wes Davis, and Ashley Ritter in
front of Doc Ritter, kneeling Mike Nesbitt, Bob DeLisle, Phil Wiebe and Curt Lokovsek,
Scores for this Match
Name
Rifle/Cartridge
100 yd.
1st Curt Lokovske
Remington Hepburn 45/90
93
2nd Allen Cunniff
’74 C. Sharps Arms .45/70
86-X
3rd Mike Nesbitt
1874 CSA heavy .44/77
86-2X
4th Ken Kurfurst
Rem Rolling Block .45/90
93-3X
5th Bob Delisle
1874 Pedersoli .45/70
78-X
6th Ashley Ritter
Shiloh Sharps ’74 in .40/65
81-X
7th Loco Jeff Ritter
C. Sharps Arms ‘74 .45/90
89-X
8th Wes Davis
1874 CSA Hartford Target .45/0
80-X
9th Phil Wiebe
1874 CSA Sharps .45/90
74
10th Tom Witt
1874 Pedersoli .45/70
83
11th Jerry Mayo
Remington Rolling Block .50/70
72

200 yds.
98-3X
98-4X
93
85-3X
96-4X
91-2X
83-2X
92
93-X
78
79-2X

Total
191-3X
184-5X
179-2X
178-6X
174-5X
172-3X
172-3X
172-X
167-X
161
151-2X

Accum
736-12X
549-13X
707-9X
750-17X
497-9X
172-3X
724-12X
661-2X
622-5X
662
553-3X

For the yearly aggregate these scores are added to the total of the previous 2021 matches and those new totals
appear in the “Accum” (for “accumulative”) column. At the end of the year a shooter’s lowest score, if they have shot six
matches, is tossed out and the total for the yearly aggregate is the sum of a shooter’s best five match scores.
Our after-match (which isn’t scored in the aggregate) was shot with our Old West lever guns, what we often call
our “camp guns.” Bob DeLisle and Mike Nesbitt were tied, Bob with his .32/20, missed his on his second shot and Mike,
with a .44/40, missed his fourth, so Bob missed first and therefore Mike was the after-aggregate match winner. That gave
us an added bit of drama we don’t normally enjoy with the after match. Congratulations Mike!
Then the September Old West Centerfires match was a smaller gathering with only eight shooters participating.
We could guess that in some part the lack of attendance may be due to the Labor Day weekend.
The scores continue our recent string of good shooting. And Bob DeLisle continues to perfect his mastery of the
paper patched loads as evidenced by his scoring a 99-3X at 200 yards. It took the use of a scoring template to determine
the “errant” shot was indeed not a 10 which would have given him the full 100 possible points. This along with an 86-2X
at 100 yards gave Bob a total of 185-5X for a first place finish. That was very impressive shooting by Bob with his

Pedersoli Sharps in .45/70. Coming in second was Allen Cunniff
using a ’74 by C. Sharps Arms in .45/70. Allen was the top scorer at
100 yards today posting a 91. With a combined score of 185-2X,
Allen placed 2nd by only 3X’s. Wow! Again, well done. In third
place, once again, was Mike Nesbitt shooting his new 1874 C. Sharps
Arms .50/70 with a score of 170-2X . It should be noted this was the
first time shots were fired from this rifle at 200 yards. A good guess
followed by a quick sight adjustment gave Mike a 90-2X at 200
yards. In fourth was Phil Wiebe shooting another .50/70 and scoring
142-2X. That makes for a good day at the range; nice shooting Phil.
Rounding out the top five was Will Ulry with his Shiloh Sharps in
.45/70. Will’s score was 139.
In sixth place is Wes Davis with his new .45/90 1874 C.
Sharps Arms. Wes registered a 134. Coming in seventh with his
.45/90 was Loco Jeff Ritter, scoring 129-2X putting him in eighth place.
Bob DeLisle touches one off.
And Doc Ritter brought up the rear with his rolling block in .45/90. Detailed scoring is shown below.

Standing, L-R, Mark Davis, Loco Ritter, Allen Cunniff, Doc Ritter, and Wes Davis,
kneeling Will Ulry, “C” the dog, Mike Nesbitt, Bob DeLilse and Phil Wiebe

Name
1st Bob Delisle
2nd Allen Cunniff
3rd Mike Nesbitt
4th Phil Wiebe
5th Will Ulry
6th Wes Davis
7th Loco Jeff Ritter
8th Jeff (Doc) Ritter

Scores for this Match
Rifle/Cartridge
100 yd.
1874 Pedersoli .45/70
86-2X
’74 C. Sharps Arms .45/70
91
1874 C. Sharps Arms .50/70
80
1874 Shiloh Sharps .50/70
75X
1874 Shiloh Sharps .45/70
60
1874 CSA Hartford Target .45/90
59
C. Sharps Arms ‘74 .45/90
82-X
Remington Rolling Block .45/90
44

200 yds.
99-3X
94-2X
90-2X
67X
79
75
47-X
43

Total
185-5X
185-2X
170-2X
142-2X
139
134
129-2X
87

Accum
682-14X
734-15X
877-11X
764-7X
397-2X
795-2X
853-14X
462

Our after-match was shot with our buffalo rifles this time. Unlike previous matches of this type, today’s was made
more challenging by both the “sticks” and offhand shots made at 200 yards. Bob DeLisle was our winner of the day. Bob
was also the only shooter to hit all five shots at the 200 yard gong off sticks plus two more offhand. This gong was just a
little bigger than the 7-inch 10 ring of our 200-yard paper target. Congratulations Bob!

The Moses Brothers – Buffalo Hunters
Compiled by Leo J. Remiger

Amasa C. Moses

Mrs. A. Moses

Amasa C. Moses was born August 22, 1826, at Ticonderoga, New York. He spent his childhood there
and at the age of eleven years went with his parents to Vermont. The family remained at Benson, Vermont until
1843. Amasa returned to New York and located at Chautauqua County. He married Naomi Terry on April 12,
1848 and eventually became the parents of seven boys: Arthur H., Clayton L., Edward W., William A., Lincoln
C., Cassius M. and Seward E.
In 1871 Amasa brought his family to Kansas. Soon after his arrival in what would later become Barton
County, Amasa located a homestead which comprised the northwest quarter of section 10, Great Bend
township, and situated two and one-half miles north of the city of Great Bend. For seven years they tilled the
soil with little or no success.
When they reached the territory, buffalo and other animals roamed this part of Kansas in an almost
unmolested state. Armed with Henry rifles – the Moses boys soon became known as expert buffalo hunters and
many tales were told by them of how they crawled upon the ground, sometimes as much as a quarter of a mile,
in order to get within rifle range of the animals. Later the boys secured Sharp’s rifles and with these – the
highest class of firearms in those days – their hunting was rewarded by much better results.
In those days the returns realized from the sale of buffalo hides and meat represented about all the
money that could be raised in that country. The crops were not giving satisfactory returns.
In 1872 Amasa Moses embarked in the mercantile business. At his store was found a complete stock of
general merchandise. He operated this store until 1873 when he formed a partnership with J.H. Hubbard. This
firm continued in business until 1875 when the stock was divided, at which time Clayton L. bought his fathers
interest. Clayton operated the store in the same building used by his father until 1877, when he and his brother,
Edward W., formed a partnership and started the store known as the Moses Brothers on lot 4, block 90.
Edward W. and Clayton L. Moses were born in Chautauqua County, New York, the former at Clymer,
on July 23, 1856 and the latter at Clymer, January 19, 1854. In 1871 when the family arrived in Barton County,
Clayton hunted buffalo until the fall of the year when he went to the town of Russell, in Russell County, and
was employed as a clerk in the store owned by George Hart. Clayton remained there a year and returned to

Great Bend where he was employed in the store owned and conducted by his father and J.H. Hubbard.
Clayton’s principle duties consisted in buying hides from the hunters.
This position required tact and knowledge in
sorting the hides into their respective classifications:
Buffalo bull hides bringing $3.00, spike or young bull and
heifer hides, $1.75, while a cow hide brought $2.25.
Many of the hunters would claim that some of the hides
belonged to a higher classification than they really did and
this was where Clayton’s tact came into play. These hides
were brought for many miles on wagons and gave the
farmers and professional hunters a good source of
revenue. After the hide business had run its course and the
animals were scarce Clayton went into the store where he
remained as a clerk until the division of the stock in 1875.
Clayton took over his fathers interest and conducted a
store in the same building until 1877, when he and Edward
W. formed a partnership and opened the store on main
street. This firm continued until 1889 when they sold out
to Theodore Griffith. The sale included only the grocery
department of the store and in the following year the dry
goods and furnishing goods were sold to Hacker Brothers.
Seward E. Moses, the youngest of the seven
brothers was born in Chautauqua County, New York and
when the Moses family arrived in Kansas in 1871 he was
three and one half years old. One of the stories he told of
the buffalo days follows:
“Although quite young in the buffalo and Indian
days, I distinctly remember my first and only buffalo hunt.
It was soon after our arrival in Barton County. The family
were on the old homestead, north of the creek, where it
was no uncommon sight to see buffalo come over the hills
down to the creek for water; occasionally one would come
Seated Front Row; Clayton L Moses & Edward W. Moses up to the water trough at our well for drink.
Standing Rear Row; Tom Mitchell and Jim Shaw

“One day an old bull buffalo drifted down over the hill leisurely and finding the grazing about a
quarter of a mile from our home to his liking, made himself quite at home. Brother Ed. being at
home, and considered some hunter, evidently resented our farm being used for feeding grounds
and prepared for action. His favorite gun was within easy reach, and feeling confident the
buffalo had no chance against his marksmanship. He grabbed me by the hand and said, “Come
on, Sew, and we will kill the buffalo.” We went through the tall grass to a ravine and made a
fine stand on the game. Ed waited for the old bull to turn so that he could hit him in a vital spot.
His aim was evidently good as the buffalo fell at the first shot and we made our way cautiously to
the fallen monarch. When within a few feet the buffalo looked so very dead that Ed prepared to
cut its throat and, having me to drag along, Ed laid down his gun and drew his hunting knife; as
he started to stick the knife into the buffalo things

Edward W. Moses with his Hartford Sharps

commenced to happen. First, a bellow was let loose that scared me out of a year’s growth. Then
Mr. Buffalo got up with blood in his eye and started on a campaign of his own. Ed picked me up
bodily and started for home. I am sure his time has never been equaled since, although we had
no stop watches in those days. The buffalo did not follow us far, as he was hard hit and no doubt
readily recognized Ed’s speed as well as marksmanship. After landing yours truly at the house,
your former city mayor armed himself with another rifle and shortly put an end to my only
buffalo hunt.”1

1.

Biographical History of Barton County, Kansas, The Great Bend Tribune, Tribune Publishing
Company, Great Bend, Kansas, 1912, pp 86-93

“In years long-numbered with the past, when I was verging upon manhood, my every thought was
ambitious—not to be wealthy, not to be learned, but to be great. I desired to link my name with acts &
men of honor—not only to the present, but to future generations,” George Armstrong Custer

“Fast is fine but accuracy is everything,” Wyatt Earp

OUTSTANDING PRODUCTS: by Mike Nesbitt
BOOK REVIEW:

SHARPSHOOTER, by Dave Lloyd

After reading a number of Dave Lloyd’s books I
decided to review “Sharpshooter” first, mainly because
that’s a good place to start. And I must admit that I was
somewhat reluctant to review this book because of the
artwork on the cover which depicts a Sharps rifle with
either a left-handed hammer or a center hammer. I
thought a book about a Sharpshooter should be better
illustrated but that only adds credence to the old saying,
“Don’t judge a book by its cover.”
Ben Hite, the lead character in this novel about
“movn’ West” had been a member of Colonel Berdan’s
Sharpshooters and several good and seemingly accurate
“look backs” to the war years are included in this tale.
This story is all fiction, of course, but it is based on fact.
And while technicalities on the cover were a slight
minus to me, more technicalities on the inside are highly
appreciated. In the first chapter, Ben Hite goes out into a
storm winter night to follow a strange dog. He carries a
Colt revolver and you can tell by the way he handles it as
well as by the era which is later identified that the Colt is
a percussion model.
Later technicalities, which I do like to see, tell of
the 2,000 Model 1859 Sharps rifles that were ordered for
the Sharpshooters, with “musket” stocks and double set
triggers. Ben Hite is even identified as one of Berdan’s
“Green Coats” which is also correct because Berdan’s
Sharpshooters wore green uniforms.
More should certainly be said about the story itself. It reads very well and I did enjoy it. The lead
character, Ben Hite, becomes quite involved with others that he meets or encounters and he becomes the boss of
a wagon train heading for greener pastures. Time goes by, so to speak, and in this book the years slip away
from the Civil War right up to 1876 and General Custer is mentioned. Ben Hite has a bout with Crazy Horse
too. There is much more to this book but I don’t want to give too many things away, you should read it to find
out for yourself, and enjoy it.
“Sharpshooter” is only the beginning because there are two more books which take Ben Hite to other
situations, conflicts and victories. Those two following books are titled “The Hunters” and “Legacy.” These,
beginning with “Sharpshooter,” form the “Ben Hite” trilogy.
These entertaining paperback books are available at C. Sharps Arms for $15.00 each. If you enjoy
reading “Westerns” written in the “lingo of the West” you should certainly like these stories. Another way to
find copies of these books is by contacting the author’s web site at www.lloydsbooks.com. I just visited that
web site and there these books are available in kindle, paperback and audiobook. In addition to that, as
mentioned on the web site, the Lloyd books are available at Barns and Noble stores. I’ll get more of Lloyd’s
books at C. Sharps Arms again, probably on my way to Quigley.
“A man's rights rest in three boxes; the ballot box, jury box, and the cartridge box,”– Frederick Douglass

NEW .50/70 BULLET FROM ACCURATE MOLDS
In the old listings for bullets and sporting loads for the .50/70 there
was often a 457 grain bullet listed as either a grease groove bullet or paper
patched. That appealed to me so I asked Tom Ellis at Accurate Molds to take
the 450 grain bullet #52-450L2 and stretch it just .02” and to give it a wider
flat point at the nose. He did that to make bullet #52-460N and I got the very
first mold made for the new slug.
The mold I received is a single cavity style using aluminum blocks,
which fit RCBS handles. Accurate Molds will make the mold blocks either
with aluminum (which I really like) or brass or steel. Tom lists these bullets
as “.52s” because they are made to drop from the mold at .515” diameter,
suitable for the .50/70 rifles from the 1800s. Today’s .50/70 barrels are
generally much tighter than that, mostly with a groove diameter of .510” or
even less. So the mold I ordered was made to drop the bullets at a .512”
diameter which is the same as my sizing die for the .50 caliber rifle bullets.
That’s one of the very nice things about getting bullet molds from Accurate
Molds, every mold is a custom order, you specify the diameter you want and
you also specify the lead alloy you intend to use because different alloys have
different shrink rates. To see the Accurate Molds catalog, look on their web site at http://accuratemolds.com.
Having the bullets drop from the mold at .512” also
makes this bullet available for pan lubing instead of using the
sizing/lubricating die. Every now and then I like to pan lube a
batch of bullets just to get them ready for loading.
The first rifle I tried with the new #52-460N bullets
(which weigh 465 grains when cast with 25-1 lead-tin alloy)
was my equally new Sharps Model 1874 Hartford, with a 30inch #1 ¾ Heavy barrel, by C. Sharps Arms. That rifle’s barrel
was made by Oregon Barrel Company (which is part of The
Gun Works https://www.thegunworks.com) in Springfield,
Oregon, with a special 1 turn in 32-inch twist.
Bullets from the new mold were cast, lubed, and loaded
into Star Line .50/70 cases. The load used was 65 grains of
Olde Eynsford 2F powder. At the range it was quickly found that the 465 grain bullets were grouping very well
at 100 yards although those groups were slightly higher than where the 450 grain bullets were hitting. While we
should expect the 465 grain bullets to be going just a bit slower (which has not been checked with a
chronograph) than the 450 grain bullets, there is apparently just a slight difference in the rifle’s recoil which
puts the gun’s muzzle slightly higher when the bullet leaves the muzzle. That’s just a very quick guess and
actually why the new bullets impact higher doesn’t matter. To make a correction, the mid-range tang sight was
lowered by 1 minute and that put bullets into the 10 ring for the next group.
Not all of my considerations for these new bullets are based on target shooting. Hunting still enters my
mind and the new 465 grain bullets should have one particular advantage over the 450 grain bullet. That is the
wider flat point or the “meplat” of the bullet. Bullet #52-450L2 has a flat point that is .18” wide but the new
#52-460N has a .25” wide flat point which offers almost twice the square area. That’s enough to make a
difference on impact and the new 465 grain bullets should hit a game animal with a greater “smack.” The
.50/70 is a fine hunting cartridge but one complaint is that game doesn’t show signs of a hit right away.
What I can say is that I do believe I’ve found the bullet I wanted for general use in the .50/70 and I’ll
give it a very good try with a lot more shooting very soon. That can be quickly translated into saying you might
be hearing more about both this new bullet and my still new .50/70 Sharps rifle. That rifle is built along with
lines of the old buffalo rifles and with that in mind, maybe a buffalo hunt should be given some consideration.
Believe me; I am considering that very thing.

A COMPENDIUM OF EVENTS SURROUNDING A TRIP TO
THE MATTHEW QUIGLEY BUFFALO RIFLE MATCH 2021
“Well Done!”

By Allen Cunniff

Time flies when you’re having fun, but it can drag when you’re waiting for
something fun to roll around. That’s the way we feel each year as we wait for our annual
sojourn to Forsyth, MT. For the seventh non-covid year, travel partner Mike Nesbitt and
myself found ourselves once again on the road, loaded to the gunwales with gear and
with Willie’s Roadhouse providing background music. Our final, but by no means our
only destination; the 29th annual Matthew Quigley Buffalo Rifle Match, on the expansive
Al Lee Ranch north of Forsyth, MT. We have learned from our Montana experiences to
always be prepared for events we hadn’t seen before. This year was no exception.
The trek to the semi-spartan yet welcoming site of the Lee Ranch is far more
than an opportunity to hone long-range shooting skills and participate in good-natured
competition. It is the chance to renew old acquaintances, stock up on supplies, share best practices, and explore historic
sites on an extended road trip. Much of our journey had been achieved even before our arrival at “Quigleyville.” As the
word ‘final’ implies, our journey included several intermediate destinations and activities which break the many miles into
a more relaxing trip, as well as allow us to take advantage of historic sites and unique opportunities along the way.
Truthfully, the loading of the truck and hitting the road was not the beginning of our trip. That had occurred over
months of preparation. Our annual ramp-up begins in the conduct of our local club shoots, where events are planned with
the goal of simulating the Quigley experience. Our local facility is no different than many near-urban clubs in that we
cannot duplicate the distances and weather conditions that have such an impact in eastern Montana during summer, but
that doesn’t prevent us from making our events
challenging yet fun. Mike and I also took
advantage of Ash Garman’s generous offer to
host us at his home near Yakima where we were
able to test loads and experience Quigley-esque
conditions in preparation for our trip. For the
most part, our home restrictions in range limited
practices to a maximum of 200 yards distance.
With the use of reduced range silhouettes and
paper bullseyes, we were at least able to gain
some measure of useful practice, but nothing
can compare to the real long-range experience.
The mutual support of club members
encourages sharing of ideas and experiences
with newcomer and veterans alike, and a great
deal of interest is generated. This year, a total of
Ash, Mike and Allen at Garman’s
six members from our modest group of Old
Reliables made the trip to Quigley. A couple more of our newer participants had to cancel at the last minute, but
preparations continued all the way up to the last minute. In fact, finally hitting the road removes a great deal of stress,
leaving only the temporary anxiety of ‘what did I forget?’
Early Saturday morning found us rolling out of Olympia, WA, on the first leg of our journey. Our loaded vehicle
resembles the Joads’ overburdened truck from Grapes of Wrath, but luckily headed for Montana, not California. With two
drivers and in the comfort of Mike’s new pickup, the miles rolled by smoothly. Stops were minimal and weather favorable
and smooth sailing put us
into Big Timber early
Saturday evening. Aside
from our planned
outward-bound stop at
C. Sharps, we had
The rebuilt .38/55 rolling block

ulterior motives for our weekend stop. The following day was spent prowling the Big Timber Civic Center at the annual
gun show. With no time constraints hanging over our heads, we spent a leisurely morning exploring the tables and
searching for deals. Mike scored the deal of the day, acquiring a very nicely renovated rolling block rifle in 38/55. The
remainder of the day was spent exploring the beautiful valley north of Big Timber, with its views of the Crazy Mountains,
and also searching out the local private buffalo herd.
Monday morning found us at the doors of C. Sharps Arms. The compelling reason for our visit this morning was
Mike’s newest C. Sharps acquisition…a Model 1874 in 50/70. I don’t recall if Mike ever mentioned that rifle more than
50 times on our trip. That rifle had been eagerly anticipated for some time and was the subject of many a conversation. It
had finally come to fruition, and
its baptism on the firing line at Quigley was imminent. While we don’t really need a
reason to visit, the stop is a key
routine on our annual trips, and allowed us to catch up on upcoming developments and
meet new faces. In addition to
those we have come to know,
several new faces
Mike’s new .50/70
at
C. Sharps were making their debuts. Those of you who telephone C.
Sharps often are familiar with Donna Laubach’s voice as their first contact, but now are
just as likely to speak to Tracie Brockett at the front desk. Meanwhile, in the production facility,
Kurt Martonik and Kyle Cox have joined Pat Dulin and Don Franklin in the workshop in producing some
of the finest rifles on the planet. Kyle has worked in the shop in the past and has returned for a second stint. While Kurt
will be primarily focused on stockwork along with Don, he will handle other tasks as well, including increased visibility
on C. Sharps’ Facebook page. Those of you who follow will have noticed a recent uptick on Facebook activity. Like any
successful baseball organization, C. Sharps is building the bench for the future! Additionally, other new faces were those
of Morgan Drew and his lovely wife. Morgan is the nomadic “resident artist”, who has been commissioned to create a
new product catalog. Still a work in progress, but looking forward to seeing the final version! Well done!
Much as we enjoyed our visit to C. Sharps, they are busy folks these days, so we said our goodbyes and hit the
trail on our next leg to Cody, WY. Mike and I had discussed visiting Cody in the past, and decided to make it a stop this
year. Along the way, we followed Don Franklin’s suggestion to keep a weather eye for an historic location alongside the
highway where the dugout shelters of some of the old buffalo hunters could be seen. Several private ranches in the area
have preserved examples of original structures, but access is necessarily limited. In this case, the dugouts are visible from
a limited viewpoint along the highway, and the traveler must be aware of their location in order to get a glimpse. Don
made sure we had enough information to find the viewpoint, and as we approached Cody from the north, there they were,
just as described. Dug into the bank of a draw, the minimalist structures give an appreciation of the use of limited
materials and terrain to provide shelter against the harsh elements. Getting a chance to observe these dugouts was a
suitable beginning to our brief stay in Cody where our immediate objective was a visit to Old Trail Town.
Old Trail Town is an historic attraction in Cody where one can find several dozen actual as well as representative
structures which have been preserved and relocated from various sites. Each is filled with artifacts and ambiance
(including rattlesnakes!), plus several actual
belongings of O.P. Hanna on permanent
display. Additionally, the gravesites of
historic pioneers are located on site, including
Jeremiah “Liver Eatin’” Johnston and Jim
White, along with several local characters
key to the settlement of the area. Old Trail
Town also showcases memorials to John
Colter, Jim Bridger, George Drouillard, and
Jedidiah Smith. Those whose interests cater
to history of the Western exploration will
appreciate the homage to these key figures.
Mike had the expressed interest to visit the
gravesite of Jim White and take photos of OP
Hanna’s legendary rifle, the inspiration for
“Hefty Hannah.” Hannah is Mike’s
Buffalo hunter statue over Jim White’s grave
ponderous homage to Hanna’s buffalo rifle. If
you have the opportunity to read Miles Gilbert’s excellent book Getting a Stand, you will find a photo of O.P. Hanna
along with the rifle, which had been stolen when White was murdered and subsequently located by Hanna after twentyseven years. A scant 114 years later, Mike was able to stand next to the seminal firearm and take a photo for posterity.
Mike honored White’s gravesite with an offering of tobacco before we headed for the next stop on our journey.

During our trip planning surrounding the visit to Cody, Scott
Sibley and his lovely wife Cathy graciously offered to host us for the
night at their home outside Powell, WY. Scott has become an annual
part of our Quigley camp and his stories fill our evenings. After a little
unintentional exploration of the Powell road network, we arrived at the
Sibley residence. After appropriate introductions to the resident guard
dogs Pete and Roy (and throwing the requisite Frisbees that established
us as trustworthy), a very pleasurable evening was spent relaxing,
visiting, feasting, and telling stories. Scott has a deep appreciation for
historic gunmakers and firearms, and his knowledge is extensive. The
Sibley home is also a showcase for the fine craftwork wrought by the
hands of Scott and Cathy, whose expertise is renowned. Unfortunately,
the visit was all too brief, as we were heading out the next morning. But
there would be more visiting to come as Scott would follow us to
Forsyth where his iconic Sibley tent has become a Quigleyville
landmark.
Throughout the week prior, we had been closely monitoring
Cathy and Scott Sibley
weather sites for forecasts along our way and through the week. As has been extensively reported, this summer had some
record-breaking heat. Forsyth was no exception. The high temperature forecast for Tuesday started out at 111 degrees,
then 113 degrees, then 115 degrees. When we pulled into Quigleyville, the local temperature was approaching 115
degrees. In fact, the news reported the high in Forsyth that day was 118 degrees. I don’t know where you’re from, but
where I live that is considered hot. 118 degrees in the shade, and the only shade was in the tent that had yet to be put up.
Fellow Washingtonians and club members Bob DeLisle and Jerry Mayo had also arrived, and the camp began taking
form. Phil Wiebe also pulled into camp, his trip delayed slightly by a brief talking to by one of Montana’s finest. When
the rock and roll is blaring on Phil’s speakers, he pays little attention to the speedometer. Luckily, Phil knows all the
tricks, so no ticket was issued, and Phil’s tent became the latest addition to our camp. Needless to say, by the time the
tents were erected we were “well done”. We went through water by the gallon, one bottle at a time. With perseverance
and minimal a modicum of complaining about something we couldn’t do anything about, the camp was set. Did I
mention that it was hot? I probably
should do that at this point. Finally,
Wes Davis arrived at our camp to
complete the hometown crowd. This
was Wes’s first Quigley, and he threw
himself into the experience with
enthusiasm. Once we weathered the
heat of that afternoon, the forecast for
the remainder of the week was much
more tolerable, and there was no
significant rain in the forecast. After
118 degrees, 95 feels a mite brisk. For
the most part, the weather cooperated
the remainder of the week, with a few
notable exceptions, and contributed to
some pleasurable practice days. We
were even treated to an overnight
shower that helped settle the dust, but
Our “canvas village” at Quigleyville
did little to alleviate the parched
landscape. As the remainder of our group trickled in over the next couple of days, conditions were much more pleasant
and evenings more comfortable. Evening hours were spent under cool(er) shade sharing cooking duties and swapping
stories. This year, due to the fallout of Covid, there were few places within the town of Forsyth that were available for
dining, so for this year trips to town were limited primarily to ice runs to replenish ice chests.
Once camp was established, the days prior to the match were filled with practice, shopping, and squadding. We
ensured our group was squadded to provide adequate time for setup and use of mutual spotters. With the seven of us in
our coterie, this required us to be spread throughout the shooting squads. We limited our spotters to supporting no more
than one shooter in a relay, as the pace of shooting is not conducive to spotting for multiple shooters. For those shooters
who were unsupported by a spotter, other folks were glad to help out. Once again, we ensured our group was under the

always efficient scoring of Becky Berdahl. Becky has been the scorer for our group every year since we first came to
Quigley, and she is preferable due to her consistency and the pace in which she runs the firing relay. Becky’s execution of
the firing line is always “Well done!”
Quigleyville has been a remarkably safe
site in years past, with few incidents of note. This
year, the practice days progressed with little
excitement until one day shouts of urgency were
heard to our left. A grass fire had developed just in
front of the firing line and the stiff breeze
threatened to spread the flames through the dry
vegetation. Rapid response from shooters and the
ever-present fire truck quickly subdued the flames,
but under those dry conditions fires can quickly
get out of control. I did note Craig Kirkland of
Bear River Powder was among the first to jump
into the fray. I suspect he was motivated greatly by
the fact his powder trailer was located on Trader’s
Row a short distance away, or he may simply be a
hero. I prefer to think of him as a hero, so we’ll
leave it at that. Well done to all the heroes!
Saturday morning arrived and Day 1 of the
match began in earnest. The conditions were calm,
but I remarked to Jerry Mayo that it might be a
good idea to drop his shade awning down in
profile just in case the wind picked up that day.
Otherwise, I said, you might find it thrown against
the nearby portable toilet. I should have bought a
lottery ticket. By luck of the draw, our group was
scheduled to shoot the Bucket first. This was the
first year that Mike and I hadn’t had to fire the
offhand target under windy conditions, and I will
have to say it is certainly more fun to fire on a cool
calm morning. This was my first year to use paper
patched bullets as my load for the match, and I was
Phil Wiebe preparing to take an offhand shot at the bucket
challenged at times to maintain pace with the cycle of firing, wiping with wet patch, wiping with dry patch, and being
ready to fire again when my turn rolled around. Several of us in our group had similar challenges. I found myself, on more
than one occasion, pleading good naturedly with Wes Davis to take a little more time before taking his shot in order to
allow me more time to wipe my bore. But my plight was minor compared to that faced by Phil. When the squad consists
of 6 shooters, it is a lot easier to keep pace than when the squad is comprised of only 3 shooters, as Phil Wiebe’s squad
was. To his credit, Phil was able to maintain pace under a very challenging tempo. Well done, Phil.
The price paid for firing the Bucket first was that we had to gather our equipment to make our journey across the
entire breadth of the line to get to our next target, the Buffalo. As with most of our target changes, once we arrived, we
still had a considerable wait while the group in front of us completed their relays. That simply meant more time to relax
and sip lemonade or visit Trader’s Row for additional shopping opportunities. Waiting also gave the weather opportunity
to change. Although conditions were still generally good, there was change on the horizon. When our group moved to the
third target, the Stop Sign, the breeze was steadily increasing. Phil Wiebe’s firing pin chose that time to transform from
one-piece to two-piece. Luckily for Phil, C. Sharps’ tent was nearby, and within minutes the firing pin had been replaced
by Pat Dulin and Phil was back in business. By the fourth target, Mother Nature was having a grand time whipping up
wind and dust in quantity. In the meantime, true to prediction, the shade awning at camp had decided to do some
exploring on its own. Needless to say, there was little left to provide shade that evening and Jerry began to work on his
story to deliver to his wife as to why her awning did not return to Washington State with him. The debate remains as to
which she would rather have returned. On the positive side, the portable toilet was not occupied at the time.
Sunday was a short day, with only two targets to shoot, and events rolled up quickly. Conditions were more
typical, if such a thing exists at Quigley. In our small group, Bob Delisle and Scott Sibley led the way with each getting
26 hits. Mike Nesbitt and I both scored 22 hits. Also of note, Wes Davis had a very good start to his Quigley resume with
23 hits, narrowly missing out making the Top 10 among first time shooters. Well done to you guys!

After firing was complete and before the awards ceremony, focus was placed on packing up camp and preparing
to hit the road. The tents and equipment were struck and stored in record time, with the exception of Phil and Scott who
remained one more night.
This year, there were 559 registered shooters, down from
previous years but as expected for the first post-Covid Quigley. Once
again, the 2021 Quigley champion and Top Senior Shooter was Dave
Gullo with 40 of 48 hits. Dave is the owner of Buffalo Arms and a
familiar figure both in black powder cartridge shooting as well as the
winner’s circle at Quigley. Top shooter in the Men’s Division was Steve
Bockman, also with 40 hits. The Top Ladies’ Shooter was Christy
Derenburger with 35 hits. Top White Buffalo Men (old man) was Gene
Gamble with 38. Top Buffalo Lady (much younger) was Linda
Clendenen. Top Senior Lady was Peg Nichols with 32. Danica Gamble
took top Junior with 29 and Brooks Anderson took Small Fry honors with
21. Jerry Schauer was top Scope shooter with 35. Well done to all!
Dave Gullo gave Mike Nesbitt some info about his rifle and load
which performed so well. Dave said, “I shot an original Ballard No. 7 A1 that had been completely rebuilt with only the receiver being original.
When I bought this rifle it had been completely ruined and I could only
save the action. It is chambered in .44x2.4” Remington straight. I used a
535 grain Creedmoor bullet with 75 grains of 1 1/2F Swiss black powder,
.030” poly wad and a FedGM150M primer. This rifle is fitted with a
Kelley Soule sight and a MVA spirit level windgauge front sight. And
last but not least, I had a damn good spotter, John Venhous.”
Quigley Winner, Dave Gullo

The top ten shooters at Quigley, 2021.

Our road back always rolls through Big Timber. Sunday night fulfilled its promise of hot meals and adult
beverages during a relaxing evening. Showers were in high demand and accumulated dust was re-deposited in Montana
before heading back the following morning. With one last visit to C. Sharps to pick up goods and coordinate services, a
short farewell, and we were back on the road. Excellent weather for the most part escorted us safely back home. This was
one of our longer trips, but valuable lessons and experiences were spread throughout the journey.

